Possible dual contribution of a novel GUCY2D mutation in the development of retinal degeneration in a consanguineous population.
Molecular characterization of novel mutations in Leber Congenital Amaurosis (LCA) disease improves the disease diagnosis and contributes to the development of preventive and therapeutic approaches. We studied an isolated inbred population in Iran with a high prevalence of retinal degeneration with clinical variability. The clinical examinations were performed on eight patients belonging to three consanguineous families. The identical-by-descent (IBD) mapping technique was employed to identify the shared loci in patients. Subsequently, Sanger sequencing of the GUCY2D gene, in silico analysis, as well as segregation study were conducted. The whole-exome sequencing method was applied for negative cases of GUCY2D mutation, followed by segregation study in suspected variants among families. A novel deletion mutation in the GUCY2D gene can explain the emergence of LCA-1 in most patients but not all. Besides, a heterozygous variant of uncertain significance (VUS) was observed in the BEST1 gene in some healthy and participant patients. These results further support inter/intra-familial clinical heterogeneity in retinal dystrophy and suggest that screening the GUCY2D gene would be needed for the diagnosis of LCA in Iranian people living in the central regions. The variant in the BEST1 gene might be considered a benign heterozygous variant; however, we hypothesized a possible double heterozygosity in both GUCY2D and BEST1 genes that may cause the pathogenesis of cone-rod dystrophy-6 (CRD-6) disease. This would propose a new scenario for the pathogenesis of a monogenic disorder such as CRD-6 disease in which other genetic elements may be involved in the development of the disease.